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VISION STATEMENT

DeKUT open day
Having
set
the
A Premier Technological
environment right, DeKUT
University Excelling in
students with the help of
Quality Education,
our
very
qualified
Research, and Technology
personnel
are
doing
Transfer for national
amazing
things
all
development.
emanating from a selfinitiative to take an extra
hour, day, week or month
MISSION STATEMENT
from the lecturer- student
interaction in class.
To provide academically
To challenge their minds to go beyond the many hours of knowledge acquisition in
stimulating, culturally
class to something tangible. This was evident from the projects presented by various
diverse and quality
departments during DeKUT Open Day held on 2nd September, 2016. The projects
learning environment that covered areas in manufacturing, automation, agriculture, 3D animation, security
fosters research, innovation management, land management, satellite communication and navigation and
and technology
verification apps.
development towards
producing relevant
Resource Centre phase two ground breaking
technical and managerial
human resource and
The Vice Chancellor on 5th September 2016 led the University management, the
leaders to contribute to
project architect Prof. P.G. Ngunjiri, the University engineer Ms. Hanna Kamau, the
attainment of national
project management team and students in a ground breaking ceremony of resource
development goals.
centre phase three. The building will consist of a library, laboratories, lecture theatres
(with an 80 to 100 sitting capacity) and offices.

Quote of the month
“Intelligence plus character.
That is the goal of true
education” Martin Luther
King Jr.
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In his speech, the Vice Chancellor said that the building was not a new project but a
continuation of the phase one and two project. He added that the idea is to give
students and staff enough space and improve on the lives of the entire fraternity
presently and in the future. He assured commitment to complete the project in the
shortest time possible without compromising quality and safety. The management is
implementing the project on behalf of the University council and is funded by the
Government of Kenya.

Cabinet Secretary for ICT, Mr. Joe Mucheru visits DeKUT
The Cabinet Secretary for Information, Communication and
Technology (ICT) Mr. Joe Mucheru visited the University on 9th
September, 2016. During his visit, he discussed with the Vice
Chancellor ways in which the University is contributing to
promotion of technology, innovation and entrepreneurship
towards the attainment of Kenya Vision 2030. The Vice Chancellor
demonstrated this by taking him to the various laboratories and
workshops where various projects carried out by students and
technologists were showcased. Key was the quadcopter and the
robotics systems.
He visited the University’s Innovation and Incubation Hub (DeHUB) and was impressed by the projects
incubated at the facility among them greenhouse management system, 3D animation, navigation app and
verification app. The Cabinet Secretary was particularly impressed by the greenhouse management system
(Nelion Farm) that uses several sensors to help farmers manage their farms from wherever through the web
and mobile application.
Collaborations
The College of the Rockies officials from Canada visited the University’s Innovation and Incubation Centre
(DeHUB) during their visit to DeKUT under the MAISHA project collaboration and were impressed by the
innovations incubated at the centre. As a result, they expressed further collaboration interests in other areas
beyond the MAISHA project.
Between 22nd and 26th September we hosted Prof. Thomas Carolus and Ms. Christine Muller from the
University of Siegen. They were on a fact finding mission on wind energy technology and establishment of
the Green Institute. DeKUT is looking into having a MoU with the University of Siegen to collaborate in wind
energy research development. During their stay they visited our wind energy project site at Nairutia, Nyeri
County where they met the stakeholders.
Central Kenya ASK show
DeKUT participated in the Central Kenya ASK Show held from 14th – 17th September, 2016 at Kabiruini
Showground in Nyeri. The theme of the show was “Enhancing Technology in Agriculture and Industry for
Food Security and National Growth”. The University joined over 100 exhibitors drawn from public and private
sector who showcased their technologies, services and products. Ms. Sicily Kariuki, the Cabinet Secretary for
Public Service, Youth and Gender Affairs was the Chief Guest during the official opening of the ASK Show.
The main stand entered six trade classes for competition and we were awarded a trophy for the 1st position
in the ‘best institution of higher learning in developing of advanced technology’ category. In the livestock
section, seven cows of different ages were entered in five classes for competition and a trophy was awarded
to the University for the Breed Champion. One calf and a heifer from DeKUT were given to the Ministry of
Agriculture for the purposes of training farmers
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Gown Lectures
DeKUT runs a gown lecture program as part of first years ‘orientation.
The main reason why the lectures were started by the University is to
enhance the one week period of induction/orientation of the First Years,
which ends with the matriculation Ceremony during the September
intake every year. That one week of orientation was found to be too
short for a first year to know and appreciate the Vision, Mission, Core
Values and Philosophy of DeKUT as well as the Geography and the value
of University Education.
The Gown Lecture Series were introduced so that the fresh men can be
given more guidance and a better soft landing at the University by the Lecturers in the first semester. The
lecturers while giving the lectures wear an academic gown so that the fresh men can see that what they are
coming to pursue at the University is possible. The Guest Speaker talks about his or her life and concludes with
the topic of the value of University education, use and misuse of digital applications etc. The Gown lectures
contribute a great deal to holistic education which is amplified by two common units taught across the board
namely: Critical Thinking and Communication Skills. At the end of the semester the fresh men are supposed to
give reasonable reasons as to why they have chosen to do what they are doing. They are called upon to make
informed decisions before they act and take responsibility for their actions because 'Choices have Consequences'.
The debates that they are engaged in during Critical Thinking Unit lectures, test their articulation and diction as
well as their logicality before they make an inference of worth in their daily life. In this way the Gown Lectures,
Critical Thinking and Communication Skills are interconnected and play a crucial role of molding the graduates
from Dedan Kimathi University who will fit into the society as well as the job market.
Students like every human being want success in life but we know too well that success'' is the sum total of the
small things that one does on daily basis''. This wise saying is calcated in the gown lecture series in order to spur
the mindset of the fresh men at the threshold of their academic progression within the parameters of the
university. This intakes gown lectures commenced on 7th September coordinated by the chaplain Rev., Fr., Prof.,
Donatus Mathenge.

Retirement Planning Seminar
Retirement is a process not a destination. This was well elaborated by the Retirement Benefits Authority (RBA)
officials as they took DeKUT staff through a two days seminar on retirement planning. The seminar was very
informative and a wakeup call towards savings and Investments. Members of staff leant various ways of coping
with retirement, investing for retirement, prudent money management skills and much more. By the end of the
training, members were inspired and motivated to pursue better financial management skills and social skills
aimed at enriching their retirement.
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Students Exchange Programme
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DeKUT has a number of vibrant student exchange programmes which are in line with the
University’s vision of producing globally competitive graduates and building international
linkages to grow her profile as a global premier university of technology. International
exchanges gives students’ life changing experiences that makes such programmes critical to
the institution’s internationalization strategy. By signing memoranda of understanding with
various universities globally for exchange of students, DeKUT has been able to send and
receive students from different parts of the world which has not only enhanced the diversity
of the university student population but also enabled DeKUT students gain valuable
international work experience. During the months of February to September 2016, DeKUT
hosted ten students under this programme from various institutions as follows:
S/N
o.
1.

Name

Sending University

Mr.Jens Richter

Technical University of
Applied Sciences, Wildau

2.

Ms.Vanessa
Gering

3.
4.

Kaoru
Kuroyanagi
Jose Fredriksson

5.

Julian Rene

6.

Sebastian Betsch

7.

Niazy Laila

8.

Laura
Hudetschek
Hannah
Meilinger
Clarissa Hamann

9.
10.

Country of
origin
Germany

Host
Department
Mechatronics

Technical University of
Applied Sciences, Wildau

Germany

Food Science

Gifu University

Japan

Technical University of
Applied Sciences, Wildau
Technical University of
Berlin
University of Stuttgart

Germany

Civil
Engineering
Mechatronic
Engineering
SCS&IT

Technical University of
Munich
Technical University of
Munich
Technical University of
Hamburg
Technical University of
Munich

Germany

Germany
Germany

Germany
Germany
Germany

Mechanical
Engineering
Electrical
Engineering
Food Science
Mechatronics
Engineering
Electrical
Engineering

Purpose of
exchange
Research
through TUAS
Collaboration
Research
through TUAS
Collaboration
Academic
Research
Academic
Research
IAESTE
Internship
IAESTE
Internship
IAESTE
Internship
IAESTE
Internship
IAESTE
Internship
IAESTE
Internship

